Developing responsive marketing system concept: Applying system dynamics approach
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Abstract: Marketing policies and strategies have long term effects on firm’s financial indicators. Measuring these long-term effects is somehow difficult and it could be important from managers’ viewpoint as well. Up to now a lot of researches have been done to disclose these effects, but the previous studies have limitation in demonstration of these long-term effects. In this article, we applied system dynamics for developing a dynamic marketing system and analyzing different marketing policies and strategies on firm’s financial measurements. For this purpose, we proposed a dynamic marketing system model. The conceptual framework for dynamic model has been extracted by analyzing literature. In this regard, we studied related papers and determined the boundaries of marketing system by realizing important variables. Furthermore literatures have been analyzed for identifying relationships between marketing factors in a dynamic marketing system. As a result, most important positive reinforcement and negative balancing loops in this marketing system have been described in a comprehensive manner. In fact, the proposed marketing system can be applied in different industries and firms by customization for the firm’s conditions and developing a quantitative dynamic marketing system.
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1. Introduction

In today market, where competition is highly intense, innovation is abundant; technologies are complex and market growth very rapid. As the market changes, marketing systems emerge, grow, adapt and evolve. So the marketing managers need to understand the dynamics which influence the structure of the industry in order to assess their decision about market [1]. However system dynamics rarely had been used in marketing. In this article we would develop a dynamic marketing system which can be used in policy making and strategy planning in marketing. The main article’s question that we aimed to answer is:

Can marketing factors develop a marketing system which can be applied as a dynamic marketing system for analyzing different marketing policies and strategies?

Up to now, system dynamics applied for different analysis in marketing. These analyses consist of prediction market, demand, competitor behavior and also strategic policy making. Sheth and Sisodia in 2002 conducted one of the first researches about applying system dynamics in marketing. They proposed system dynamics and system thinking for calculating customer equity that they believe is marketing productivity issue. They apply system dynamics in four different systems: (a) market system, (b) acquisition and churn system (c) revenue per customer and total revenue system (d) customer NPV system [2]. In this papers proposed system dynamics model, all these systems (subsystems) have been used in an integrated fashion with each other and other subsystems and variables. System (a) is a portion of market part of our system, system (b) is a portion of customer part of our system and also system (c) and system (d) are a portion of financial part of our system.

Developing a dynamic model for analyzing customer relationship management (CRM) in different industries is one of the system dynamics applications in marketing. Chan et al. in 2010 developing a three tiers or module dynamic model for CRM. Their dynamic model consists of a customer purchasing behavior model (module 1), Markov chain model (module 2) and a financial returns model (module 3). In these models, by considering marketing activities and product attractiveness to the customer, the probability that a customer will repurchase/purchase modeled in module 1. Then this probability used in module 2 for calculating customer lifetime value (CLV), and at last
CLV applied in third module to predict return on investment in long term [3]. This paper proposed model also uses a market part which showing market situations, a customer part which shown the condition of a firm’s customer (their adaptation rate and churn rate) and a financial part which shows the strategic decision results in long term. Moreover our model has another part which input marketing mix policies of the firm. It must be noted the purpose of our proposed quantitative dynamic model in this paper is to analyze the marketing mix policies and reveal long-term financial results. And also we consider a brand part in our qualitative dynamic model in this paper.

Our most important contribution in this article is developing a comprehensive dynamic marketing system, which considers most important marketing factors.

After discussion about system dynamics application in marketing, we would study marketing literature to identify the boundary of proposed system. Then this paper’s approach and methodology (System Dynamics) would survey in literature. Findings, is the next section which allocate to proposed a dynamic marketing system, its boundary and also loops and its specification.

2. Literature

Eusebio et al. recognized six different factors, which are important in measuring marketing effectiveness. These six factors are financial, competitive market, consumer behavior, direct customer and innovation [4]. Other research identified financial, competitive, consumer behavior, direct trade customer and innovativeness [5], customer philosophy, operational efficiency, strategic orientation, marketing information and integrated marketing organization [6], or Marketing culture, marketing capability, marketing process, marketing performance and financial performance [7]. In this paper's proposed models (quantitative and qualitative), we used these group factors except innovation.

Eusebio et al. in 2006 shows consumer metrics, that is, regularly measuring the customer satisfaction level, consumer loyalty, new customer gained, customer retained or customer lost, are leading indicator of financial metrics [4]. In 2009, Gladson Nwokah proposed customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, new customer gained, and customer retained or customer lost (consumer metrics) are most vital factors which managers should give them priority. Also they proposed competitors are very important factor in market factors performance [8]. Frössén et Al. in 2012, Identifying sales, profit, gross margin, perceived quality, total number of consumers, consumers satisfaction, market share, awareness, marketing spending and consumer complaints as the most important factors in measuring marketing performance [9]. Factors like relative price, commitment [10], relative perceived quality [11], share of advertisement, promotional share, penetration, number of newly acquired customers [12] and [13], tangible resources [14], market growth, company market position, potential sales volume, number of current competitor, development process cost, brand image [15], market size, market segment, relative value, advertisement spend [16], purchase intent [17], actual/potential customer/segment [18] also recognized by different researchers. In our model we used this concept and show a cause and effect relationship between these factors.

Gama in 2011, Identified a casual relationship between different factors in marketing. This relationship begins with factors like quality which categorized in marketing culture and marketing strategy like factors in marketing capability category. This relationship continued with marketing process and then factors like customer loyalty, brand equity and market share in market performance category. This model ended with financial performance indicator [7]. Also Gronholdt and Martensen in 2006, proposed a relationship which begin with marketing action (marketing policy in our model), then proceed by mental consumer results (customer satisfaction), behavioral customer results (customer churn, new customer and enterprise sell), Market results (branding variables) and end with financial results [19]. Theodosiou et al. identified different relationships between marketing factors. Their model begins with market turbulence; intensity of competition and decentralization, then proceeded by customer orientation, competitor orientation, internal/cost orientation, innovation orientation and then ended with marketing capability. This model in some aspects is very similar to our introduced dynamic model in this article [20]. Ambler in 2000, proposed a typical business map which considered marketing in it [21]. This business map can be seen in figure 1. These relationships also applied in our models in this paper.

3. Methodology (System Dynamics)

System dynamics is an approach to understanding the behavior of complex systems over time. It deals with internal feedback loops and time delays that affect the behavior of the entire system [22]. System dynamics is a methodology for studying and managing complex feedback systems, which one finds in business and other social systems. In fact, it has been used to address practically every sort of feedback system [23]. What makes using system dynamics different from other approaches to studying complex systems is the use of feedback loops and stocks and flows. These elements help describe how even
seemingly simple systems display baffling nonlinearity. Also, System dynamics is a computer-aided approach to policy analysis and design. It applies to dynamic problems arising in complex social, managerial, economic, or ecological systems literally any dynamic systems characterized by interdependence, mutual interaction, information feedback, and circular causality.

System dynamics originally developed in the 1950s from the work of Jay W. Forrester. To help corporate managers improve their understanding of industrial processes. His seminal book Industrial Dynamics [22] is still a significant statement of philosophy and methodology in the field. Within ten years of its publication, the span of applications grew from corporate and industrial problems to include the management of research and development, urban stagnation and decay, commodity cycles, and the dynamics of growth in a finite world. It is now applied in economics, public policy, environmental studies, defense, and theory-building in social science, and other areas, as well as its public and private sector for policy analysis and design [25].

System dynamics is currently being used throughout the public and private sector for policy analysis and design [25]. The system dynamics approach involves:

- Defining problems dynamically, in terms of graphs over time.
- Striving for an endogenous, behavioral view of the significant dynamics of a system, a focus inward on the characteristics of a system that themselves generate or exacerbate the perceived problem.
- Thinking of all concepts in the real system as continuous quantities interconnected in loops of information feedback and circular causality.
- Identifying independent stocks or accumulations (levels) in the system and their inflows and outflows (rates).
- Formulating a behavioral model capable of reproducing, by itself, the dynamic problem of concern. The model is usually a computer simulation model expressed in nonlinear equations, but is occasionally left un-quantified as a diagram capturing the stock-and-flow/causal feedback structure of the system.
- Deriving understandings and applicable policy insights from the resulting model.
- Implementing changes resulting from model-based understandings and insights.

Building a systemic model is not a simple task. It implies an iterative procedure in which the model could be rebuilt for several times. There is no best formula for developing a thriving systemic model. Furthermore, there is no best procedure that could assurance a useful systemic model, although a few main steps should be included in any modeling procedure, as stated in the following [36]:

1. Articulating the problem which needs to be addressed: Developing a systemic model needs clear defined boundary. Furthermore, a systemic model’s boundary defined by problem’s goal. Therefore, the most important part of a successful study is its goal and in the first step of a systemic study, the goal of the problem must be defined. In this article, introduction section has allotted to this step.

2. Formulating a dynamic hypothesis or a theory about the causes of the problem: In the second step for developing a systemic model, mental model of the problem must be described. This step is the aim of this article. In this step all of the variable must be identified and then their relationship must be described. A good systemic model must have endogenous variables, so as to can describe the behavior of system. In this article, variables have identified and explained in literature section and then in findings section a mental model for marketing system would demonstrate.

3. Building a simulation model so as to test the dynamic hypothesis (beyond the scope of this paper).

4. Testing the model (beyond the scope of this paper).

5. Designing and evaluating policies (beyond the scope of this paper).

4. Findings

Because a complete system for marketing has a lot of variables, we consider a simpler system with most important factors which identified in marketing literature. These variables are below this paragraph (boundaries of system). We briefly describe indentified variables. Also the cause of these factors, that change them, and the effect factors of them which was identified from studied relationship from literature or by self-knowledge of authors, would explain. Marketing Mix: this group is the most important group, which we want to know its effects on others marketing factors (cause of other factors that studied in this article’s system).

Price: Price is one of the marketing mix elements, which has considerable effects on customers’ intent to buying a product (Cause factors: Profit and Price Policy (input) and Effect factor: Customer Satisfaction).

Profit: Profit is a short term measurement for firm’s success which is: Sell- Cost (Cause factors: Cost and Sell and Effect factors: Price and Promotional Cost).

Cost: Cost is the total cost of production and selling a product in a time period (Cause factors: Production Cost Marketing Cost and Effect factor: Profit).

Sell: Sell is the total revenue of selling a product in a time period (Cause factors: Total Customer and Customer Satisfaction and Effect factor: Customer Satisfaction).

Quality: Quality is the quality of product, relative to base product (product in the beginning of simulation) and is a
Product” important factor (Cause factors: Profit and Quality Policy (input) and Effect factors: Cost and Customer Satisfaction).

Customer Satisfaction: Customer satisfaction is a measure of how products and services supplied by a company meet or surpass customer expectation (Cause factors: Price and Quality and Effect factors: Customer Loyalty, Customer Complaint and sell).

Customer Loyalty: Customer loyalty is all about attracting the right customer, getting them to buy, buy often, buy in higher quantities and bring you even more customers (Cause factor: Customer Satisfaction and Effect factor: Customer Churn).

Customer Complaint: Number of complaints which customers declared (Cause factor: Customer Satisfaction and Effect factor: Customer Churn).

Customer Churn: Number of customer that firm loss because of their unexpected service or product (Cause factors: Customer Loyalty and Customer Complaint and Effect factors: Total Customer).

New Customer: Potential customer in the market which adapt by firm (Cause factor: Brand Equity and Effect factor: Total Customer).


Market Share: Market share is the percentage of a market (defined in terms of either units or revenue) accounted for by a specific entity. In this paper is: Total Customers divided by Market Size (Cause factors: Total Customer and Market Size and Effect factors: Brand Awareness, Promotion Cost, and Advertisement Cost).

Brand Equity: Brand equity is a phrase used in the marketing industry which describes the value of having a well-known brand name, based on the idea that the owner of a well-known brand name can generate more money from products with that brand name than from products with a less well known name, as consumers believe that a product with a well-known name is better than products with less well known names (Cause factors: Brand Awareness and Brand Image and Effect factor: New Customer).

Brand Awareness: Brand Awareness is the extent to which a brand is recognized by potential customers, and is correctly associated with a particular product (Cause factors: Advertisement Cost and Market Share and Effect factor: Brand Equity).

Brand Image: The impression in the consumers’ minds of a brand's total personality (real and imaginary qualities and shortcomings), (Cause factors: Quality and Effect factor: Brand Equity).

Promotion Cost: Promotion Cost is the total cost which a firm conducted for personal marketing (this paper’s description), (Cause factors: Market Share, Profit and Promotion Policy (input) and Effect factor: Market Share).

Advertisement Cost: Advertisement Cost is the total cost which a firm conducted for Public marketing (this paper’s description), (Advertisement Policy (input) and Effect factor: Market Growth).

Market Size: Market Size is the total number of potential customer in the society (Cause factor: Market Growth and Effect factor: Market Share).

Market Growth: Market Growth is the ratio of Market which added to Market Size in each time period. This factor is the effects of public advertisement and word of mouth about a product (Cause factor: Advertisement Cost and Competitor Advertisement Cost and Effect factor: Market Size).

Number of Competitor: Total number of a firm competitor in a market (Cause factor: Market Size and Effect factor: Competitor Advertisement Cost).

Competitor Advertisement Cost: Total cost of competitor’s advertisement in the market (Cause factor: Number of Competitor and Effect factor: Market Growth).

Up to now we described comprehensive variables of this paper’s qualitative dynamic model. Now it’s time for illustrating models and its loops. Qualitative dynamic model of this article is shown in figure 2 and its loops descriptions are below of this paragraph (variable relationships are in the parenthesis). Also it must notice that only most important loops are described, and the others are not in the scope of this article.

R&D, a negative balancing loop (Quality-Cost- Contribution Margin- Profit- Quality): This loop shows that if a firm has a Quality Policy for increasing quality of its product, then the quality of its product increased. But this increase, effects on the increasing production cost which causes decreasing profit and results in diminishing product quality.

Customer, a positive reinforcing loop (Quality-Perceived Quality- Relative Perceived Quality- Customer Satisfaction- Customer Complaint (Customer Loyalty- Customer Commitment)- Customer Churn- Total Customer- Sell Contribution Margin- Profit- Quality): This loop shows that if a firm has a Quality Policy for increasing quality of its product, then the quality of its product increased. This increasing by a delay causes increasing in Perceived Quality. Increasing perceived quality of a product in comparison with others product in market gained more customer satisfaction for the producer. Satisfied customers are more loyal and have fewer complaints which this results in fewer customers who goes to competitors and churned. If customer churn decreased, total customers increased and also total sell of firms increased which results in higher Contribution Margin and also Profit. Increasing profit and as a result, investing on improving quality, caused improvement of product quality. It must be noticed that the results of this loop is independent on R&D loop, because total performance of this two loops can be positive or negative, according to Quality Policy, therefore Quality Policy is must carefully determined.

Pricing, a positive reinforcing loop (Price- Relative Price- Customer Satisfaction- Sell- Contribution Margin- Profit- Price): If a firm decided to raise its product’s price,
its customer satisfactory decreased which caused its sell decreased. By decreasing revenue of a firm, its contribution margin and also its profit decreased. This can be leads the firm to rises the prices and this loop iterate and firm losses more customer satisfaction.

Advertisement, a positive reinforcing loop (Ad Cost-Total Ad Cost- Market Growth- Market Size- Market Share- Ad Cost): Firm’s policy for rising advertisement cost causes market growth which shrinkage Market Share of the firms. Also this reduction in market share effects on advertisement cost and raises it up more. It must be noticed that advertisement cost increased brand awareness and brand identity of the firm, so it must carefully determined.

Promotion, a negative balancing loop (Promotion Cost-Relative Promotion Cost- Market Penetration- Market Share- Promotion Cost): Increasing promotion cost raises the Relative Promotion Cost of the firm, compared with its competitor. It can be lead to more penetration in market segment and improving Market Share of the firm. Increasing market share satisfied managers and leads them to decreasing promotion cost (for improving profit), so the loop balanced itself.

Figure 2. Qualitative dynamic marketing system.

5. Conclusion

One of the most important issues in marketing is long term effects of marketing policies and strategies. In this article we developed a dynamic marketing system that could be used for assessing marketing policies and strategies’ long-term effects on firm’s success. For developing a system dynamics model, variable that affects on the system must be identified. In this article we identified marketing system variables and their relationships from marketing and system dynamics literature. By identifying these variables, dynamic marketing system boundaries recognized. Then a qualitative dynamic marketing system model developed and most important positive reinforcement and negative balancing loops in this marketing system, described. This dynamic marketing system is more comprehensive than marketing system in literature [3] and [2]. Their marketing systems considered only a section of complete marketing system, which this article’s dynamic marketing system, had been introduced a more complete marketing system. This comprehensive marketing system can be applied in different industries and firms. This can be done by customization for the firm’s conditions and developing a quantitative dynamic marketing system for its situation. In brief this article has been demonstrating a comprehensive dynamic marketing system.
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